Please find vendor information below regarding KarmaFest® (The Ultimate Holistic Psychic Yoga Festival) taking place in four locations during the 2016 season (and POSSIBLY MORE since we may be adding a New Jersey show in July). Each show is unique in its own right and all shows are helpful for vendors to not only show what they do, but to actually do those things (massage, reiki, readings) and/or sell their products. The 2016 season will celebrate KarmaFest’s 10th Year in the Maryland area and we are looking forward to creating these events that benefit not only the participants (“KarmaFesters”) but the holistic, psychic and yogic community in and around the area (you and your business). The four shows currently scheduled for 2016 are described below.

The **KarmaFest Winter Lecture Series and Show** is taking place on FEBRUARY 6TH AND 7TH at The Patuxent River 4-H Center in Upper Marlboro, MD (outside of the DC area). This is our seventh KarmaFest Winter Lecture Series and Show, and our fourth year at this location. KarmaFest participants come for two days of lectures and workshops for a small fee ($20 – 30) OR have the opportunity to enjoy the vendor areas for free (which is nice incentive for vendors). The numbers of participants at this show tend to be less than the other shows, however, vendors do well because there are only 20 vendors accepted to participate. Vendors can also spend the night at this facility on Friday and/or Saturday night in the dorm/cabins for a nominal fee which is convenient and fun. FYI: the cabins are heated. We are currently accepting a select few vendors for KarmaFest Winter Lecture Series and Show for 2016.

**KarmaFest 2016 “UNITY” at Oregon Ridge** takes place on May 14th and 15th at Oregon Ridge Park in Hunt Valley, MD (just north of Baltimore). This is our big show. KarmaFest has been at Oregon Ridge for seven years and each festival keeps getting bigger and better. Past years at this show we’ve had over 3,000 walk through the door in one day. This show is heavily advertised and is well-known in the community. We have approximately 150 vendors at this show in a variety of settings (indoor, outdoor and under the pavilions). Indoor spaces sell-out early and are limited. The KarmaFest Community (participants and vendors alike) consider this our “big show” and commit to attending each year.

**KarmaFest at Fellowship Farm** is taking place on Sept 2nd – 5th (Labor Day Weekend) at Fellowship Farm in Pottstown, PA. for the second year of this fun camping festival. This location was used to a similar event that no longer takes place there so the community sought out KarmaFest to take the place of the other festival, and to combine communities, and it worked out marvelously! We have approximately 50 – 75 vendors at this show in two settings (indoor and outdoor). Indoor spaces sell-out early and are limited. Vendors can camp out on the venue grounds for nominal fee or stay in the accommodations on site (which are very nice). There are a lot of great “stay over” options and much of the community will be staying over too so I suggest making it an extended weekend of fun.

**KarmaFest “unplugged” at Steppingstone** is taking place on October 8th and 9th at The Steppingstone Museum in Havre de Grace, MD (Harford County). Since KarmaFest originated in Harford County we have a great following there. We returned to Harford County in 2013 for KarmaFest “unplugged” and fell in love with this venue. All participants and vendors asked to return here so we did it again in 2014 (doubling our attendance). We have approximately 75 – 100 vendors at this show in a variety of settings (indoor, outdoor and under the pavilions). Indoor spaces sell-out early and are limited. Vendors can camp out on the venue grounds for nominal fee on Friday and Saturday night.
Each KarmaFest just keeps getting better and better for both participants and vendors alike. Throughout the year I hear back from KarmaFest participants who express their sincere gratitude for the KarmaFest experience. That is why I have the festival - for the participants. My goal is to help spread the word about yoga and meditation, as well as other holistic and psychic modalities, in an effort to bring people on the path and/or move them onward and upward. The more I do this work, the more I see its importance. I can’t tell you how many KarmaFest participants go on to becoming practitioners themselves (yoga teachers, reiki and shamanic practitioners, readers, healers, etc.). We are spreading the light and increasing our numbers on the path. Please help us continue to do so. I am well aware that we could not have a KarmaFest without the financial support of you, the KarmaFest Vendors. So to you I express MY gratitude to allow us to keep moving forward with this work.

With that said, I hope you consider becoming a KarmaFest Vendor. Information for all the shows are below and vary depending on the show and the type of space required. **The cost to be a KARMAFEST VENDOR starts at only $150.** Service vendors, such as massage therapists, reiki practitioners, reflexologists, psychics, and the like, can charge whatever they wish for their service, in whatever increment they would like - i.e. $30 for half hour of reiki; or advertise specials, such as a 10 minute foot massage for $15. Product vendors also do well at KarmaFest. I have testimonials from KarmaFest vendors saying that one day at KarmaFest has broken their sales records for any one day in business (in over 20 years) – increased by over 50% during the 2014 festival.

Vendors may also consider becoming a KarmaFest Sponsor to get even more exposure through the KarmaFest experience. **KARMAFEST SPONSORSHIP begins at only $200** and you can even be a sponsor without being a vendor at the show. **If you sign up for three shows, you can get the Sponsorship for half price.** Sponsorship lasts throughout the KarmaFest season. (SEE SPONSORSHIP PAPERWORK FOR MORE INFORMATION). .

Please contact me with any questions or concerns about the enclosed information. And I do sincerely hope to see you at the festival!

Patricia Hawse  
410-446-2569 (TEXT ONLY); hawsejourneywithin@yahoo.com or www.karmafest.com

**ONLY KIND AND OPEN-HEARTED VENDORS NEED APPLY**
KARMAFEST® VENDOR APPLICATION

Name:______________________________________________________________

Business or Organization:____________________________________________

Address:___________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

PHONE NUMBERS:
1)____________________

2)____________________

EMAIL ADDRESSES (write legibly):
1)____________________

2)____________________

Referred by:____________________

TYPE OF VENDOR (please describe)____________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

Please indicate the show and the type of space required on the choices below and send application, along with check or money order made out to Soul Purpose Productions, to: PATRICIA HAWSE, 1818 Hanover Pike, Hampstead, MD 21074. Or, pay online and registration will be conducted via email. Or call Patti at 410-446-2569 (cell) or email hawsejourneywithin@yahoo.com, or go to www.KarmaFest.com.
WINTER LECTURE SERIES AND SHOW

Patuxent River 4-H Center
18405 Queen Anne Rd, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774

Saturday February 6th and Sunday February 7th, 2016
10 am to 8 pm SAT; 10 am to 6 pm SUN

_____ INDOOR SPACE with table/chairs provided ($225)
_____ INDOOR SPACE using my own table/chair set-up ($200)
_____ VENDOR ACCOMMODATIONS DORM/CABIN ($35 per night)

KARMAFEST “UNITY” at Oregon Ridge

Oregon Ridge Park
13555 Beaver Dam Rd, Hunt Valley, MD 21030

Saturday May 14th and Saturday May 15th, 2016
10 am to 10 pm SAT; 10 am to 8 pm SUN

_____ INDOOR SPACE with table/chairs provided ($350)
_____ INDOOR SPACE using my own table/chair set-up ($325)
_____ PAVILION SPACE using own table or picnic table provided ($275)
_____ OUTDOOR SPACE providing my own table/chair/canopy or tent set-up ($250)

NOTE: FOOD VENDORS ARE OUTDOORS AND PAY $350
KARMAFEST at Fellowship Farm

Fellowship Farm
2488 Sanatoga Rd. Pottstown, PA 19464

**Saturday September 3rd thru Monday September 5th, 2016**
10 am to 10 pm SAT; 10 am to 10 pm SUN
SET UP REQUIRED BY FRIDAY AFTERNOON; BREAKDOWN ON MONDAY

_____ **INDOOR SPACE** with table/chairs provided ($300)

_____ **INDOOR SPACE** using my own table/chair set-up ($275)

_____ **OUTDOOR SPACE** providing my own table/chair/canopy or tent set-up ($175)

_____ **VENDOR CAMPING (DORM)** ($50 a night PER PERSON)

_____ **VENDOR CAMPING (TENT)** ($25 a night PER PERSON)

**NOTE:** FOOD VENDORS ARE OUTDOORS AND PAY $300

KARMAFEST “unplugged” at Steppingstone

The Steppingstone Museum
461 Quaker Bottom Road. Havre de Grace, MD

**Saturday October 8th and Sunday October 9th, 2016**
10 am to 7 pm SAT; 10 am to 6 pm SUN

_____ **INDOOR SPACE** with table/chairs provided ($275)

_____ **INDOOR SPACE** using my own table/chair set-up ($250)

_____ **PAVILION SPACE** using picnic table or my own table/chair set-up ($200)

_____ **OUTDOOR SPACE** providing my own table/chair/canopy or tent set-up ($150)

_____ **VENDOR CAMPING** ($25 a night PER PERSON)

**NOTE:** FOOD VENDORS ARE OUTDOORS AND PAY $250 AND NEED A TEMPORARY FOOD PERMIT FOR HARFORD CO.
IMPORTANT FOR ALL SHOWS
NO RAIN DATE AND ABSOLUTELY NO REFUNDS

DUE DATES FOR PAYMENT ARE TYPICALLY
TWO MONTHS PRIOR TO EACH SHOW

SET-UP INFORMATION WILL BE PROVIDED FOR EACH SHOW
INDIVIDUALLY VIA EMAIL

ONLY KIND AND OPEN-HEARTED VENDORS
NEED APPLY

Please indicate the show and the type of space required
on the choices above and send application, along with
check or money order made out to

Soul Purpose Productions

to

PATRICIA HAWSE,
1818 Hanover Pike
Hampstead, MD
21074.

Or, pay online at www.karmafest.com/vendors-2 and
registration will be conducted via email. TEXT Patti at
410-446-2569 (cell) or email patti@karmafest.com for any
questions or concerns.